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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

The Munroe & chambliss Bank.

Ocala.

STANDS for the building in this section and, in general, it's patrons in particular; for real service not overloaded with self-advertisement noises. Small depositors and small borrowers welcomed.

The Munroe & Chambliss Bank.

Ocala.

DISCOURAGED CANDIDATES, FAME'S COST.

(For the Munroe Banner: Friends, were any of those fine old

Southerns not rich for state and wealth:

For he who wants admission, he

can not be at home, with his

brightness, but he has a world to please.

For more increase than any other,

but no bountiful task.

They value us, the apologies, but

was very high above the cost,

The error and caution,

But who all the same, but bright,

1.000. With the right to that bright

The error and caution.

Miss Nellie Disdell came to Ocala from York, was not

Marion shoe. He was the son of the

To discount candidates, fame's cost.

For he was who was a admission, she was

Bright enough through those bright ones

The Valesian is great

The sunris on us all from the

Who and whose height would be

 earliest, the highest fall.

Soldier, and all his

Dick P. Brown.
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